
LOCKDOWN INDIA Vs. UNLOCK INDIA 

 

India  was acknowledged in the primitive era as a Golden Bird with plethora of precious stones, 

abundant raw materials and magnificent palaces was woefully handcuffed by the inhumane 

Britishers who became dark skinned on vibrant and evolving nation. Their domination and 

slavery brought suppression, depression but India, an ocean of knowledge and spirituality 

secured liberation with flying colours after years of oppression.  Flowers of the country 

blossomed and reached the steps of success. 

Out of the blue, a pandemic has hit the country. COVID- 19 a huge stressor shaking our legs, 

triggering our fears and anxiety has bought halt in our existence. For some days it seemed that 

everything has concluded. Shutdown of educational institutions, offices, factories, outlets, 

gyms…etc has created void in lives of masses.  No  individuals  and vehicles were seen on the 

roadways . It was sensed out that all mankind was fastened behind the bars in their homes. In 

this adversity where cases of deaths due to corona virus were rising rapidly, paucity of medical 

supplies and worries about  health of frontlines helpers laid a huge stress on the government. 

The GDP of country also showed a tremendous declines.  It has deep impacts on the lives of 

people from every part of society.  

Who all can think of spending their valuable three to four months at home as couch potatoes 

and being unemployed but generation, technology left no innovations as unmodernised. Our 

country has not slipped any stone unturned and transpired with numerous and beneficial 

opportunities. Being provided with basic amenities Indians has attained normalcy in their lives. 

Students are attending regular online classes and and similarly onlines meetings are conducted 

in different firms. Days and months passed Unlocking of India started and different firms and 

institutions got opened and usual livestyles are outwitted. Government’s steps could be the 

seeds of tomorrow’s tree bearing the fruits of Prosperity, Progress...etc. Therefore, it should be 

our responsibility to endeavour together accompanied by the initiatives taken by our leaders. 

“Saffron being epitome for valiance, white symbolises peace and the green glory imbibed in one 

nation. Their visions and aspirations triumphed to make us flourish, we salute our leaders in 

elation”. 

-SAPNA SINGLA 

 

 

 


